FALL & SPRING PERMIT OPTIONS (View Mies Campus Parking Map Here)

A2 PERMIT
Fall and Spring Options - $225.00 per semester
- *Access to lots A2 & A2 East.*

STANDARD FLEX PERMIT
Fall and Spring Options - $261.00 per semester
- *Access to lots A3, B2, B3, C1, C2, D1-D2, and D5.*

STANDARD RESIDENT PERMIT
Fall and Spring Options - $261.00 per semester
- *Access to Reserved Resident Parking in lots A5, D1, and D3 only.*
- Parking in Flex Lots is **NOT** permissible. Residents may choose a Resident OR Flex permit.

BLUE PERMIT
Fall and Spring Option - $261.00 per semester
- *Students with a state issued handicap placard may park in designated Handicap spaces campus wide with an Illinois Tech parking permit.*
- *Blue permits also have access to general spaces campus wide to facilitate reasonable proximity.*
  **[Review the Accessible Parking Policy Here.](#)**

EVENING COMMUTER PERMIT
Fall and Spring Options - $140.00 per semester
- Access to general spaces campus wide from 4pm - 7am, Monday-Friday.

COMMUTER CARPOOL PERMIT
Fall and Spring Options - $261.00 per semester
- *Access to designated carpool spaces in lots B2, C2, D1, and D5.*
- At least (2) active students must be registered to the carpool.
- *Primary customer responsible for payment and shared hangtag must be established.*
- *Secondary members may not park their vehicles on the same occasion without separate payment at the hourly/daily visitor rates.*